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An intermediate complexity moist General Circulation Model is used to3

investigate the forcing of the Asian monsoon and the associated upper level4

anticyclone by land-sea contrast, net horizontal heat transport by the ocean,5

and topography. The monsoonal pattern is not simply the linear additive sum6

of the response to each forcing; only when all three forcings are included si-7

multaneously does the monsoonal circulation extend westward to India. This8

nonadditivity impacts the location of the upper level anticyclone, which is9

shifted eastward and weaker if the forcings are imposed individually. Sahe-10

lian precipitation, and also austral summer precipitation over Australia, south-11

ern Africa, and South America, are likewise stronger if all forcings are im-12

posed simultaneously. The source of the nonlinearity can be diagnosed us-13

ing gross moist stability, but cannot be accounted for using the land-sea breeze14

paradigm. This non-additivity implies that the question of which forcing is15

most important is ill-posed.16
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1. Introduction

Monsoons dominate the climate in many regions of the tropics and subtropics, and17

are characterized by rainy summer and drier winter seasons. This rainfall is crucial for18

agriculture, among other societal implications, in heavily populated regions of the world.19

The monsoons are also a critical component of the large scale stationary wave pattern in20

summertime, and through the associated upper level anticyclone over Asia it regulates21

transport into the stratosphere [Gill , 1980; Randel and Park , 2006; Vernier et al., 2015].22

Traditionally, the localization of summertime rainfall near land led to the interpretation23

of monsoons as a large-scale sea-breeze, with moist air drawn over the warmer continent24

from the neighboring ocean, leading to convective rainfall over land [Halley , 1687], with25

a subsequent large-scale circulation driven by the convective heating [Gill , 1980]. This26

interpretation of monsoons as a sea breeze is seemingly contradicted by a few facts: land-27

sea temperature contrast peaks prior to monsoon onset over South Asia [Simpson, 1921],28

and interannual variability in land surface temperatures and total monsoonal precipitation29

are negatively correlated [Kothawale and Kumar , 2002]. More recent perspectives of30

monsoons view them as part of a “global monsoon mode” in which the tropical convergence31

zone migrates seasonally [Trenberth et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2009, 2017; Geen et al.,32

in press], with regional monsoons as localized and more extreme migrations due to a33

favorably-positioned continent [Gadgil , 2018] and due to orography, e.g., over Asia [Li34

and Yanai , 1996; Chiang et al., 2020; Acosta and Huber , 2020]. In this view, a peak35

in near-surface moist static energy or equivalent potential temperature can accurately36

diagnose the seasonality and interannual variability in monsoonal precipitation [Eltahir37
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and Gong , 1996; Hurley and Boos , 2013; Ma et al., 2019] and more generally tropical38

convergence zones are located where the gross moist stability (i.e., the di!erence in moist39

static energy between the upper and lower troposphere) is small [Neelin and Held , 1987].40

While both orography and land-sea contrast have been recognized as crucial for mon-41

soons [see the discussion in Xu et al., 2009], the relative importance of land-sea contrast42

and orography in forcing monsoons is less clear. Xu et al. [2009] find that zonal land-sea43

contrast and orography are of similar importance in determining the extent of Asian mon-44

soon, though the meridional land-sea thermal contrast is relatively unimportant. However45

the model used by Xu et al. [2009] does not allow for examining the possible nonlinear46

interactions between these building blocks, and as shown in Garfinkel et al. [2020a], non-47

linear interactions can be large in other seasons.48

Several studies have aimed to delineate the fundamental dynamics of the monsoon us-49

ing simplified models of the atmosphere, as this allows for isolating the relevant factors50

controlling the structure of tropical precipitation. Both dry axisymmetric models [e.g.,51

Bordoni and Schneider , 2010; Schneider and Bordoni , 2008] and moist models with ide-52

alized continents [e.g., Privé and Plumb, 2007; Bordoni and Schneider , 2008; Shaw , 2014;53

Maroon et al., 2016; Geen et al., 2018, 2019; Zhou and Xie, 2018] have proven helpful in54

isolating the impact of specific forcings. The results from these studies bolster the view of55

monsoons as a local manifestation of the global tropical convergence zone. However, the56

relevance of the monsoon in these idealized models to Earth’s monsoons remains unclear,57

as they generally cannot simulate the full meridional and zonal structure of observed58

monsoons.59
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Other studies have used more comprehensive models with full physics to identify the60

impact of orography in a given region [Boos and Kuang , 2010; Chen and Bordoni , 2014;61

Wei and Bordoni , 2016; Baldwin et al., 2019], or to force surface temperature over conti-62

nents to be similar to that of neighboring oceans [Chao and Chen, 2001], and then explore63

how monsoon strength and location changes. These comprehensive models, however, tend64

to be less flexible and are tuned such that removing too many relevant forcings leads to65

unstable behavior. A model that can fully bridge these two categories has, until very66

recently, been lacking, to the best of our knowledge.67

While the aforementioned studies have made significant progress towards uncovering68

the building blocks of monsoons, there are still several open questions that we address in69

this study:70

1. Can one reconstruct the full magnitude of monsoons by adding the individual build-71

ing blocks, i.e. land-sea contrast, topography, and ocean heat fluxes, to a model with72

initially no zonally asymmetric bottom forcings?73

2. To what extent do the various building blocks of monsoons interact nonlinearly with74

each other?75

3. How does the degree of nonlinearity change regionally, for example between the76

South Asian (i.e. Indian subcontinent) and East Asian monsoons?77

4. To the extent that nonlinearities exist, can we provide a diagnostic budget for the78

emergence of these nonlinearities using either the land-sea breeze paradigm or using moist79

static energy?80
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The goal of this work is to attempt to answer these four questions, and to then consider81

the implications for the summertime stationary waves. In order to achieve this goal, we82

use the simplified model developed in Garfinkel et al. [2020a] and Garfinkel et al. [2020b]83

that can represent the large scale structure of monsoonal precipitation. It is still modular84

enough, however, to allow one to build the monsoon by incrementally adding any or all85

relevant forcings (namely land-sea contrast, ocean heat fluxes, and orography) to a zonally86

symmetric aquaplanet, or to remove them incrementally from a model configuration in87

which all of the forcings are initially present.88

After documenting the realism of the monsoons in the simplified model in Section 2,89

Section 3 demonstrates that for the South Asian monsoon, the individual building blocks90

interact non-additively, such that the sum of the responses to each building block does not91

equal the response when all are imposed simultaneously. Moist static energy and gross92

moist stability can provide an explanation for this non-additivity. Section 4 considers93

implications for the upper level anticyclone, and we summarize our findings in section 5.94

2. The monsoon in a model of an idealized moist atmosphere (MiMA) version

2

We use the model of an idealized moist atmosphere (MiMA) introduced by Jucker and95

Gerber [2017], Garfinkel et al. [2020a], and Garfinkel et al. [2020b]. This model builds on96

the aquaplanet model of Frierson et al. [2006], Frierson et al. [2007], and Merlis et al.97

[2013]. Very briefly, the model solves the moist primitive equations on the sphere, em-98

ploying a simplified Betts-Miller convection scheme [Betts, 1986; Betts and Miller , 1986],99

idealized boundary layer scheme based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, a purely ther-100
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modynamic, or slab, ocean, and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTMG) radiation101

scheme [Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2000]. Please see Jucker and Gerber [2017] and102

Garfinkel et al. [2020b] for more details. The model is forced with CO2 concentrations103

fixed at 390ppmv, and seasonally varying solar insolation.104

Three sources of zonal asymmetry are added to the lower boundary of an initially zon-105

ally symmetric moist aquaplanet model: orography, prescribed ocean heat transport, and106

land-sea contrast (i.e., di!erence in heat capacity, surface friction, and moisture avail-107

ability between oceans and continents). The specification of these forcings is identical108

to that in Garfinkel et al. [2020b], and is not repeated for brevity. This default model109

configuration is referred to as CONTROL for the rest of this paper (exp 7 on Table 1).110

Integrations with all possible combinations of these three forcings have been created, in-111

cluding an integration with none of the three forcings (hereafter no-forcing), and these112

integrations are summarized in Table 1. Note that all integrations (including the no-113

forcing integration) still include north-south ocean heat fluxes, as described in detail in114

Garfinkel et al. [2020b]. Unless otherwise indicated, all simulations in this paper were run115

with a triangular truncation at wavenumber 42 (T42; equivalent to a roughly 2.8! grid)116

with 40 vertical levels for 38 years after discarding at least 10 years as spinup.117

The resulting climatological precipitation in June through September (JJAS) in CON-118

TROL is shown in Figure 1bc, and observed precipitation sourced from the Global Precipi-119

tation Climatology Project (GPCP) version 2.3 is shown in Figure 1a. (The precipitation120

in each experiment in Table 1 is shown in supplemental Figure 1). The climatological121

stationary waves in CONTROL and in the ERA-5 reanalysis [Hersbach et al., 2020] quan-122
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tified using 200hPa geopotential height and streamfunction are shown in supplemental123

figures 2 and 3. Precipitation over South and East Asia is of similar magnitude to that124

observed (Figure 1a), and largely occurs in the correct location, though Gibbs phenom-125

ena associated with the Tibetan Plateau are evident at T42 (and even T85) resolution126

as east-west oriented bands of enhanced and reduced precipitation. CONTROL captures127

the upper level anticyclone above the monsoon in essentially the correct location and with128

a reasonable magnitude, though there is a bias over Mongolia and Southeastern Russia129

(likely associated with anomalously strong precipitation in this region). While some of the130

fine scale structure of precipitation and the stationary waves is not captured, our focus in131

this paper will be on larger scale di!erences (e.g., between South and East Asia). While132

not perfect, we consider our model a useful tool to understand how orography, ocean133

horizontal heat fluxes, and land-sea contrast interact to form the monsoon.134

3. Non-additivity of the monsoon

We first consider whether the monsoon can be decomposed linearly into the response to135

the various forcings. Figure 2a shows the di!erence in precipitation between CONTROL136

and an experiment with no zonally asymmetric forcings (exp 0 on Table 1). For Figure137

2b, we first calculate the responses when each of the forcings is added separately to138

no-forcing, that is, the di!erence between topography only and no-forcing, ocean heat139

fluxes only and no-forcing, and land-sea contrast only and no-forcing. We then sum the140

precipitation response in these three individual forcing experiments. The net e!ect is that141

Figure 2b shows the precipitation response to the three forcings when the response to each142

forcing is computed in isolation. While the precipitation over East Asia in CONTROL143
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appears to be associated with the linear summation of the forcings, the precipitation over144

India and the Sahel is much stronger when the forcings interact.145

Which forcings are most responsible for the non-additive behavior? Before proceeding146

we review the definition of the isolated and full nonlinear response of Held et al. [2002].147

The response to some source of asymmetry A in MiMA can be denoted as M(A). Let F148

represent all three forcings in the most realistic configuration such that the response to F149

is M(F). As in Held et al. [2002], we refer to M(A) as the isolated nonlinear response to A150

and M(F) - M(F - A) as the full nonlinear response to A. That is, the isolated nonlinear151

response to A occurs when A is added first to a configuration with none of the three152

forcings, while the full nonlinear response to A occurs when A is added to a configuration153

that already has the other two forcings (or is the first to be removed from CONTROL).154

The bottom three rows of Figure 2 show the precipitation response to each forcing155

imposed in isolation (right column; isolated nonlinear response) and also when each forcing156

is removed from CONTROL (left column; the full nonlinear response). For example,157

Figure 2c considers the di!erence in precipitation between CONTROL and the experiment158

where both land-sea contrast and topography are imposed but ocean heat flux zonal159

asymmetry is not. Hence, the precipitation response in Figure 2c is that forced by ocean160

heat flux zonal asymmetries when imposed on a basic state that already includes land-sea161

contrast and topography (the full nonlinear response). This pattern in Figure 2c can162

be compared to the isolated nonlinear response to ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries in163

Figure 2d. Ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries in isolation have a limited impact on the164

precipitation in monsoonal regions, but if imposed on the basic state set up by topography165
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and land-sea contrast, ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries lead to a strengthened monsoon166

over South and East Asia and enhanced precipitation over the Sahel.167

Figure 2e shows the impact that topography has on precipitation when imposed on a168

basic-state that already includes land-sea contrast and east-west ocean heat fluxes, while169

Figure 2f shows the isolated nonlinear response to topography. Precipitation is limited to170

East Asia in the isolated nonlinear response, but extends over India in the full nonlinear171

response. Figure 2g shows the full nonlinear response to land-sea contrast, while Figure172

2h shows the isolated nonlinear response. The isolated nonlinear response is weaker than173

the full nonlinear response in all monsoonal regions, with the di!erences particularly pro-174

nounced over South Asia: there is no Indian monsoon in the isolated nonlinear response.175

Similar non-additivity is evident if we consider omega at 500hPa (supplemental Figure S4)176

instead of precipitation: the response to each forcing, and especially to land-sea contrast,177

depends on the background state on which it is imposed.178

Due to the strong non-additivity, one must be cautious in ranking the relative impor-179

tance of the factors as the forcings interact. However there is a general indication that180

topography and land-sea contrast are more important over South and East Asia than181

east-west oceanic heat transport, while all three are important over the Sahel. The over-182

all importance of each factor can be succinctly summarized in the Taylor diagram [Taylor ,183

2001] in Figure 3a. The reference state for the Taylor diagram is the di!erence between184

CONTROL and no forcing in figure 2a, to which we then compare the isolated and full185

nonlinear responses to each forcing and also the sum of the isolated nonlinear and the186

sum of the full nonlinear responses. The full nonlinear responses to each forcing are closer187
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to the total response than the accompanying isolated nonlinear responses, and topogra-188

phy (TOP) and land-sea contrast (LSC) are more important that oceanic heat transport189

(OHT).190

In order to understand these nonlinearities, we consider the gross moist stability [GMS;191

Neelin and Held , 1987; Raymond et al., 2009] of the atmosphere. The uses of GMS are192

discussed in detail in Neelin and Held [1987] and Raymond et al. [2009], but briefly,193

convection is expected to be located in regions with small (but positive) GMS, with dry194

conditions expected in regions with relatively high GMS. Furthermore, the strength of the195

convective response to a given external perturbation at the surface is inversely proportional196

to the GMS; that is, an energy flux into the atmosphere will have a stronger response if197

located in a region with smaller GMS.198

In the form of Neelin and Held [1987], GMS is defined as the di!erence between the199

vertically integrated moist static energy above the mid-troposphere and the vertically200

integrated moist static energy below the mid-troposphere, with the weight assigned to201

each level proportional to the divergence at that level [equation 2.6 of Neelin and Held ,202

1987]. Here we use a much simplified version of this metric: the di!erence in moist static203

energy at 250hPa versus 850hPa, the two levels chosen to represent the upper and lower204

troposphere. The results are similar though noisier if we use the original definition, and205

are also similar if we choose levels adjacent to 250hPa and 850hPa. GMS in CONTROL206

is generally low in regions with strong monsoonal precipitation (Figure 4a) as expected.207

Why are there nonlinearities in the response of the monsoon to these forcings? We first208

focus on why the response to oceanic heat transport is stronger if imposed on a basic state209
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that includes the other forcings (Figure 2cd). The GMS for the integration with no bottom210

forcings is shown in Figure 4b, while the GMS for the integration with land-sea contrast211

and topography included is shown in Figure 4c. GMS is clearly lower over South and212

East Asia in Figure 4c than in Figure 4b, and thus can explain the non-additive response.213

That is, the reduced GMS over Asia makes the atmosphere more sensitive to perturbations,214

amplifying the impact of oceanic heat transport on the monsoons. Therefore, the response215

is larger in Figure 2c than in Figure 2d. The GMS is also lower over the Sahel and East216

Africa in Figure 4c than in Figure 4b, and thus can account for the non-additive behavior217

in precipitation in this region too.218

GMS can also explain the stronger response to topography if imposed on a background219

state that already includes ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries and land-sea contrast. The220

GMS for the integration with ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries and land-sea contrast221

is shown in Figure 4e. GMS is lower over South and East Asia and Africa in Figure 4e222

than in Figure 4b, and thus the response to topography is stronger in Figure 2e than in223

Figure 2f. Finally, the GMS is lower over South and East Asia in the integration with224

ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries and topography than in the integration with no zonally225

asymmetric bottom forcings (Figure 4g vs Figure 4b), explaining the stronger response226

to the land-sea contrast in Figure 2g than in Figure 2h. While the focus of this paper227

is on boreal summer monsoons, December-February precipitation over South America,228

southern Africa, and Australia is stronger if the forcings are imposed on a basic state that229

already includes the other forcings (figure 2b), and this e!ect is consistent with GMS (not230

shown).231
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Of the three forcings, ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries are least important for changes232

in GMS over South and East Asia. This can be inferred by comparing GMS in CONTROL233

(Figure 4a) with GMS in the integration with topography and land-sea contrast (Figure234

4c), and also by noting that of the three individual forcing simulations in Figure 4dfh, the235

ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries integration (Figure 4d) is most similar to the no-forcing236

integration (Figure 4b). Over Africa, topography is most important for East Africa, while237

ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries are more important further west.238

Overall, the individual building blocks of monsoons interact non-additively, such that239

the sum of the responses to each building block does not equal the response when all240

are imposed simultaneously. Gross moist stability can provide an explanation for this241

non-additivity. Nonlinear e!ects are particularly pronounced over South Asia and weaker242

over East Asia.243

4. Impact on NH summer stationary waves

The non-additivity observed in section 3 for precipitation has implications for the upper-244

level anticyclone. It is well established that the upper-level anticyclone is driven by245

convection [Gill , 1980; Randel and Park , 2006], and hence it is reasonable to suspect a246

non-additive response to the building blocks of the antiyclcone similar to that seen for247

precipitation. This expectation is confirmed in Figure 5, which mirrors Figure 2 but for248

200hPa streamfunction. Figure 5a and 5b compare stationary waves in CONTROL to the249

sum of the stationary wave pattern in the topography only, ocean heat fluxes only, and250

land-sea contrast only experiments. Consistent with the weakness of the precipitation251

over India and the Sahel in Figure 2b, the ridge over the Tibetan Plateau is not present252
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in Figure 5b and a trough is evident over the Northern Sahara. Similar figures for stream-253

function at 850hPa and height at 200hPa are included in supplemental Figure S5 and S6,254

and they too show a non-additive response.255

The bottom three rows of Figure 5 show response to each forcing imposed in isola-256

tion (right column; isolated nonlinear response) and also when each forcing is removed257

from CONTROL (left column; the full nonlinear response). Zonal asymmetries in oceanic258

heat transport impact only the eastward extension of the ridge towards the South China259

Sea, and have a relatively small impact on the upper-level anticyclone over the Tibetan260

Plateau in both the isolated and full nonlinear response, consistent with their compara-261

tively smaller impact on precipitation. The impact over the South China Sea is stronger262

in the isolated nonlinear response, consistent with the localization of the precipitation263

response in this region. Figure 5e shows the influence of topography on stationary waves264

when imposed on a basic-state that already includes land-sea contrast and east-west ocean265

heat fluxes, while Figure 5f shows the isolated nonlinear response to topography. The im-266

pact of topography is limited to South Asia in the isolated nonlinear response, but extends267

to the west in the full nonlinear response where it contributes to the westward extension268

of the Asian anti-cyclone. Figure 5g shows the full nonlinear response to land-sea con-269

trast, while Figure 5h shows the isolated nonlinear response. Consistent with the lack of270

a monsoon over South Asia in the isolated nonlinear response, the ridge is confined to271

East Asia in Figure 5h and does not extend to Western Asia. Similar results are evident272

for streamfunction at 850hPa and height at 200hPa (supplemental Figure S5 and S6).273
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It is worth noting that the sum of the full nonlinear responses does not equal the274

stationary waves in CONTROL (not shown), just as the sum of the isolated nonlinear275

responses does not equal the stationary waves in CONTROL (Figure 5b). Such a lack of276

additivity is evident for precipitation as well (Figure 3a). Hence it thus not meaningful to277

rank the importance of the various building blocks, though both the isolated nonlinear and278

full nonlinear responses to land-sea contrast exceed that in response to topography and279

ocean heat flux zonal asymmetries at 200hPa, while at 850hPa topography and land-sea280

contrast play a similar role (supplemental Figure S6).281

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Monsoon rainfall is crucial for food security in heavily populated regions of the world.282

While comprehensive models with realistic land-sea contrast and orography simulate these283

monsoons, it can be di"cult to delineate which specific building block in these models is284

most important for the monsoons. To our knowledge, little work has been done on the285

possibility of non-additive behavior among these building blocks. Simpler models (e.g.,286

moist models with idealized continents) have been used to assess how these individual287

building blocks lead to monsoons, but these models typically cannot simulate the merid-288

ional and zonal structure of observed monsoons. Here, we bridge this gap with a model289

that can represent the large scale structure of monsoonal precipitation with fidelity, yet290

allows us one to build this monsoonal structure by incrementally adding any or all relevant291

building blocks (namely land-sea contrast, ocean heat fluxes, and orography) to a zonally292

symmetric aquaplanet. As shown in the text, it is equally instructive to incrementally293
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remove the individual building blocks from a model configuration in which all are initially294

present.295

We now summarize the answers to the questions asked in the introduction. The various296

building blocks of the monsoons interact nonlinearly with each other. Specifically, the297

response to all three building blocks is considerably weaker if they are added individually298

to a zonally symmetric aquaplanet, as compared to a configuration in which the other299

building blocks are already present. This e!ect is particularly pronounced over South300

Asia, and less so over East Asia. The question of which forcing is most important is301

ill-posed in regions with pronounced non-additivity, but generally east-west ocean heat302

fluxes are less important over Asia, while topography is less important over West Africa.303

This non-additivity can be interpreted in all regions using moist static energy and gross304

moist stability. In contrast, the land-sea breeze model cannot explain the monsoonal305

response to land-sea contrast or orography. We demonstrate this by considering the306

surface temperature response to the individual building blocks in supplemental Figure 7,307

and our specific focus is on the full nonlinear and isolated nonlinear responses to land-sea308

contrast (Figure S7e vs S7f). The surface temperature response to land-sea contrast is309

actually larger if land-sea contrast is imposed on a basic state lacking any of the forcings310

than when imposed on a basic state that already has the other two forcings (Figure S7e vs311

S7f). Hence, the land-sea breeze model would suggest a stronger monsoon for the isolated312

nonlinear response to land-sea contrast, the opposite of what actually occurs. Hence, only313

an energetic perspective is helpful for understanding the non-additivity of the responses.314
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While the model employed here can represent the large scale structure of summer pre-315

cipitation, it has its limitations. In addition to the simplification to physical processes316

detailed in Section 2 and Garfinkel et al. [2020b] (e.g., soil moisture, clouds, convection),317

the east-west transport of heat by the ocean is not coupled to the surface winds, which318

may lead to an underestimation of their importance [Lutsko et al., 2019]. Nevertheless,319

our key result - there is significant nonlinear interaction among the building blocks - high-320

lights the challenge the monsoonal circulation poses to couple climate modeling: biases321

in one component of the response will impact all other forcings, making it challenging to322

diagnose the source of the error. Atmosphere-only model integrations of the “total nonlin-323

ear” response, however, can help by providing the fingerprint of biases in each component324

of the system.325
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Table 1. MiMA Experiments, with “Y” indicating a forcing is on and “N” indicating

a forcing is o!. The isolated nonlinear response to topography can be deduced from

experiment 1, while the full nonlinear response is the di!erence between experiments 7 and

6. The isolated nonlinear response to land-sea contrast can be deduced from experiment

2, while the full nonlinear response is the di!erence between experiments 7 and 4. The

isolated nonlinear response to ocean heat fluxes can be deduced from experiment 3, while

the full nonlinear response is the di!erence between experiments 7 and 5.

Table: MiMA Model experiments

orography land-sea contrast ocean heat fluxes

exp 0 N N N

exp 1 Y N N

exp 2 N Y N

exp 3 N N Y

exp 4 Y N Y

exp 5 Y Y N

exp 6 N Y Y

exp 7 (CONTROL) Y Y Y
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(a) GPCPv2.3 precipitation JJAS

(b) CONTROL

   0 o    120 o E 

JJAS

(c) CONTROL, T85

   0 o    120 o E 

JJAS

mm/day
0 4 8 12 16 20

Figure 1. Precipation in JJAS (a) in GPCPv2.3, (b) in the CONTROL integration

with T42 resolution, and in (c) the CONTROL integration with double the horizontal

resolution (T85). The contour interval is 2mm/day.
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(a)  CONTROL

  precipitation

(b)  topography only+E/W Q-fluxes only+contrast only

(c)  CONTROL - (contrast+ topography)

full nonlinear

(d)  E/W Q-fluxes only

isolated nonlinear

(e)  CONTROL - (E/W Q-fluxes+ contrast) (f)  topography only

(g)  CONTROL - (E/W Q-fluxes+ topography)

   0 o   120 oE 

(h)  contrast only

   0 o   120 oE 
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Figure 2. Precipitation in June-September (a) in CONTROL as compared to no-forcing,

(b) as in (a) but for the sum of integrations with topography only, land-sea contrast only,

and ocean heat fluxes only as compared to no-forcing; (c) the di!erence between CON-

TROL and the integration with land-sea contrast and topography; (d) integration with

only ocean heat fluxes as compared to no-forcing; (e) the di!erence between CONTROL

and the integration with ocean heat fluxes and land-sea contrast; (f) integration with

only topography as compared to no-forcing; (g) the di!erence between CONTROL and

the integration with ocean heat fluxes and topography; (h) integration with only land-sea

contrast as compared to no-forcing. The contour interval is 1.5mm/day.
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(a)JJAS precip 1-49N, 346E-121E
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(b)DJF precip 40-1S, 11E-45E; 110E-150E; 280E-330E

Figure 3. Taylor diagram of the precipitation response to each forcing, using the

di!erence between CONTROL and no-forcing as the reference. The (red) isolated and

(black) full nonlinear response to topography (TOP), land-sea contrast (LSC), and oceanic

heat transport (OHT), as well as the sum of the isolated nonlinear (#iso) and sum of the

full nonlinear responses (#ful), are shown. (a) Northern Hemisphere from 1N to 49N

and 346E to 121E; (b) in December through February from 1S to 40S and 11E to 45E

(Africa), 110E-150E (Australia), and 280E-330E (South America). Isolines of the centered

root mean square di!erence equal to 1, 2, and 3mm/day are shown in green.
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(a)  CONTROL

  gross moist stability JJAS

(c)  contrast+ topography

(e)  E/W Q-fluxes+ contrast

(g)  E/W Q-fluxes+ topography

   0 o   120 oE 

(b)  no forcings

(d)  real E/W Q-fluxes only

(f)  topography only

(h)  contrast only
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Figure 4. Mean state gross moist stability (defined as the di!erence in moist static

energy between 250hPa and 850hPa) in JJAS for the simulation with (a) CONTROL;

(b) no bottom zonal asymmetries; (c) with land-sea contrast and topography; (d) east-

west ocean heat fluxes only; (e) east-west ocean heat fluxes and land-sea contrast; (f)

topography only; (g) east-west ocean heat fluxes and topography; (h) land-sea contrast

only.
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(a)  CONTROL

  JJAS streamfunction 200hPa

(b)  topography only+E/W Q-fluxes only+contrast only

(c)  CONTROL - (contrast+ topography)

full nonlinear
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Figure 5. As in Figure 2 but for the deviation of June-September streamfunction at

200hPa from the zonal average.
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